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 COLUMNS 
The destruction of the Partisan cemetery in Mostar - the work of an alliance of 
nationalism and Stalinism 
 

 
 

The urban development of Mostar began in the time of the Ottoman Empire (second half 
of the 15th century - Renaissance Quatrocento), and already in the 16th century 
(Renaissance Cinquecento) there were over 300 vakufnams. The most important legators 
were Zaim hadži Mehmed-beg (Karađoz-beg), Ćejvan-cehaja and Nasuh-aga 
Vučijaković. By the 17th century, 32 mahallas were established, 37 mosques and musals, 
3 tekkes, 2 Orthodox churches, a Catholic church, 2 waterworks, 60 public fountains, 12 
khans, 2 hammams, 9 madrasahs, 14 mektebs were built... The development of the city 
continued until the end 20th century when Mostar grows into a modern urban center of 
one of the 5 economic regions in Bosnia and Herzegovina with about 130,000 inhabitants. 
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Panorama of Mostar from 1916 
 
For the first time in history, since the beginning of the City in which four confessions lived 
together, at the end of the 20th century, the City was systematically, planned and 
painstakingly destroyed. According to the infernal plan, everything that was created over 
the centuries and that made Mostar an urban area of world cultural value was 
destroyed. Almost all buildings of architectural heritage disappeared, thousands of 
residential and commercial buildings were demolished, ten bridges including the Old 
Bridge, three of which were demolished in just one day, entire streets... Of course, the 
Partisan Monument (built in 1965) was also damaged on several occasions. .), the 
masterpiece of the architect Bogdan Bogdanović and the Monument to the Illegals of 
Mostar from the Second World War (built in 1976). The Court in The Hague ruled on the 
Joint Criminal Enterprise - JCE, the wartime regime of the Republic of Croatia and the 
Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna. "Why in a city where many streets bear the names 
of Ustasha criminals from the Second World War (these days the street names have been 
partially changed - ZB's remark), why does a part of the Catholic clergy persistently 
demand that Bogdanović's masterpiece be removed" - asks professor Markovina? Isn't it 
because the People's Liberation Movement - NOP, in the Second World War had social 
breadth and gathered all nationalities in the fight against fascism, unlike today's 
xenophobic ethnopolitics (fear of the other and the different). The National (Partisan) 
People's Liberation Movement - NOP, was a movement against anti-fascism (radical 
authoritarian nationalism) that was particularly strong in Dalmatia and the hinterland that 



belonged to Italy. Italian fascism implemented a policy of Italianization, which included 
banning the use of the Croatian language and others. Italy wanted complete control over 
the Adriatic Sea and other annexed areas. Pope Pius XI condemns Italian fascism (1931), 
and a little later communism. As early as 1937, European intellectuals condemned both 
the ideological and practical values of Italian fascism, Russian communism, and German 
Nazism. It is a sad fact that today's HDZ party and its branch in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
continue to base their political campaign completely on the image and work of dr. Franje 
Tudjman. It is a sad fact that today's HDZ party and its branch in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
continue to base their political campaign completely on the image and work of dr. Franje 
Tudjman. It is a sad fact that today's HDZ party and its branch in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
continue to base their political campaign completely on the image and work of dr. Franje 
Tudjman.    

 
Monuments to international politicians in Alipašina street in Sarajevo 
 
During the destruction of Bosnia and Herzegovina (1992/95), many intellectuals and 
politicians from around the world warned European governments about the universal 
danger of ethnic claims to territories (today's Serbian world, Russian world, Croatian 
historical space...). In Alipašina Street in Sarajevo, next to Kemal Monteno Park, 
monuments to several politicians from those times were erected. On the monument to 
Tadeusz Masovitzki, a Catholic intellectual, it is written: "The very stability of the 
international order and the principles of civilization is at stake because of the problem of 
Bosnia." On the monument to Alois Mock, an Austrian politician and diplomat, it is written: 
"For the first time, a UN member state is wiped off the map by aggression." Everything 
must be done to ensure the survival of BiH". On the monument of Mahathir Bin Mohamad, 
the President of Malaysia, it is written: 



 
Monument to politician Madeleine Albright 
 
However, the fates of a number of Serbian intellectuals and statesmen recorded by the 
historian and politician Latinka Perović in the book Dominantna i unjeljena elita (Dan Graf 
Belgrade, 2016) provide major parts of the answer to the reasons for the beneficial use of 
ethnic madness. In the biographical notes of the architect Bogdan Bogdanović, Latinka 
Perović cites his resignation (1981) from membership in the Serbian Academy of Sciences 
and Arts in order to try to modernize Serbia, when a little later Bogdan accepted the post 
of mayor of Belgrade. After the Eighth session of the Central Committee of the Serbian 
Communist Party (split between Slobodan Milošević and Ivan Stambolić), Bogdan 
Bogdanović (1987) in a letter to the Central Committee of the Serbian Communist Party 
warns of the alliance of nationalism and Stalinism in Serbia.   

At the beginning of the aggression against Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (1991/92), 
the destruction of cities had a symbolic meaning for him. "In the long history of man, since 
ancient times, cities were conquered by invaders, then looted, sometimes even burned, 
but it is not known that anyone demolished cities in advance, out of principle," said Bogdan 
Bogdanović. Demolition of cities, monuments of culture, killing of citizens "on principle" 
Bogdanović classed as morbid (Pol-Potovska) frenzy. His architectural instinct told him 
that a kind of vengeful hatred of the mountain terrorist knights towards the city and city 
civilization was breaking through this madness. In the demolition of Vukovar, Mostar, 
Sarajevo... Bogdanović saw a hint of a universal danger and warned: Europe can have only 
one means of defense: not to succumb to Pol Pot's frenzy, but vice versa, stand up with 
all your might to defend the city and civilization. Time was right for Bogdanović: war with 
nations ex. Yugoslavia, the war with Europe, America, the internal decay of society, camps, 
pits, rapes, material destruction and all present lies". - noted Latinka Perović. 



 
Latinka Perović (photo by Stanislav Milojković) 
 
"Bogdanović's analysis of Serbian society reveals a political and cultural pattern that has 
dominated Serbia for more than a century. He calls it radical, populist. On this pattern, 
with the intention of retaining power, a post-communist semi-intelligence was created 
that showed a special tendency towards simplification, hostility towards the special and 
individual, fear of Europe, orientation towards Russia, which it had never known, 
indifference between history and tradition... The rhetoric of politicians that works "to the 
soul of the masses" is translated into a political program. The destruction of Yugoslavia is 
the work of that semi-intelligence which is the product of a radical political and cultural 
model. She stuck to that model because of her ethical and general poverty, out of 
inferiority and self-interest. There was a symbiosis of nationalism and Bolshevism. The end 
of the cold war was answered by a war to correct history. One of the characteristics of 
that primitive mentality of ours is the denial of the right to personality, by not accepting 
personality, especially if it is different, different, secondary... If you are not "our man" you 
are not a man at all. After all, one does not like a lonely individual" - (same). Bogdanović 
was declared a high traitor during his lifetime, was a victim of state terrorism and died in 
exile. 

The names of Mostar's streets and the destruction of the Partisan Monument, the national 
monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina, is only a paradigm (example, role model) of Bosnian 
society. Disputed street names throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina, the state of 
monuments from the Second World War, the state of the Vraca Memorial Park in Sarajevo, 
and especially the general state of the national cultural monuments of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, confirm the malignant influence of the ethnopolitical concept of the state. 



 
Architect and politician Bogdan Bogdanović 
 
Time has shown the correctness of Bogdanović's thesis that today's destruction of Ukraine 
is a vengeful act of hatred this time by lowland terrorist (Scythian) knights towards 
Western European civilization, due to the poverty complex, from inferiority and the 
interests of the ruling oligarchy. Thirty years after Bogdan's warnings, Western civilization 
can have only one means of defense today: not to succumb to Pol Potov's frenzy in 
Ukraine and stand up in defense of the city and civilization. 

The first hints of the international rejection of the established ethnic concept of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina and the objectification of the universal social danger of the combination 
of nationalism and Stalinism is the beginning of a return to the original state, that is, the 
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Only such a political direction is the only means of 
defense against the extremely successful ethnic cleansing of the population and the 
beginning of the painstaking restructuring of the entire BiH society. 

The resolution (declaration) by which the German Bundestag expressed its policy towards 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is a reversal of Europe's attitude towards the extremely 
dangerous activities of international ethnic semi-intelligentsia. This does not diminish the 
previous responsibility of Germany (in the mandates of Gerhard Schröder and Angela 
Merkel) and the responsibility of other countries for fatal profiteering and feeding the 
universal danger of the Euro-Asian papal terrorist frenzy towards the city and the values 
of Western civilization.   
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